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‘Way of Living. - The people appear neither expensive nor luxurious. They
live chiefly upon potatoes and herrings; and among the more opulent
tacksmen, a dish of tea and a dram of whisky are their greatest luxuries’

Statistical Account, Small Isles, 1794-95.

Isle of Muck, Small Isles Parish, Highland Region, Scotland
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE HISTORIC LANDSCAPE

Summary: This is a preliminary report on a survey of the field monuments
of the Isle of Muck in the Small Isles, Inverness. It draws attention to the
extensive survival of cultivation strips, abandoned houses, and a deserted
village, some of which must pre-date the 19th-century enclosure and
clearance. Over one hundred and twenty sites and finds are mapped and
listed in a draft inventory, and an outline model of the landscape history is
provided. Further and more accurate survey is now required, while much
information could also be collected from an examination of historical
sources.
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Introduction

1.1

The Isle of Muck, Small Isles Parish, (Highland Region, formerly Argyle and then
Inverness), has numerous field monuments, though only the church, fort, and cairns
have previously attracted attention, and the deserted village above the cemetery is
well known (Fig. 1). Following an initial survey of the village ruins in 1976 (Fig. 7), a
programme of plotting field walls, cultivation strips and house sites has been
carried out by the writer in the course of visits to the island. In 1999 the draft
results, with a total of 109 sites, were compared in the field with the data held on the
Highland Sites and Monuments Record of the Highland Archaeology Service, and the
Sites and National Monuments Record for Scotland (for 26 sites, see Appendic E),
adding nine more sites, with a few further discoveries in the field. This has resulted
in a moderately complete sketch-plan of the island’s monuments at a scale of
1:10,000, which is being issued as an interim stage towards a proper survey of the
island (Fig. 8), together with some analytical plans (Figs. 1-6) and a summary
inventory of sites and monuments (Apendix A). This preliminary report on what
has been discovered in the course of the survey may serve both as a prompt to those
who know the island better to provide corrections and additions, and as a guide to
those who may continue this work in a more systematic fashion. It is hoped that it
will also provide comparative material for work on other of the Small Isles (Canna,
Eigg and Rum). The recent publication of an exemplary survey of Canna as an
illustrated broadsheet map by the Royal Commission (RCAHMS 1999)
demonstrates the potential for providing a useful and informative island map.

1.2

There remains much potential for further work. More could be achieved by close
study of stereographic pairs of air photographs, and by accurate survey at a scale
larger than 1:10,000. The OS map, though a pioneering issue in 1975, is remarkably
difficult to use in the field, largely through its random marking of rock outcrops, and
the use of ten-metre contour intervals which makes the precise identification of the
frequent but lesser ground variations very hard (only a modified degree of
confidence can be placed in the precise location of heritage features plotted on Fig.
8). A more detailed topographic survey could also serve as base for a soil and
1

vegetation map, and a fuller mapping of the great variety of habitats. It has become
very apparent, for example, the extent to which bracken is found on former
cultivation sites, and the very localised bogs have generally precluded cultivation,
while heather has sometimes grown on old cultivation.
1.3

The natural and human heritage of the small isles is an important part of the
environment, but is no more free from threats of development and necessary
changes in the island economy than the mainland. It needs to be understood in
order that it can be sustained for future enjoyment, and significant features
recognised so that they can be protected. This has always been well understood on
Muck (MacEwen var. dates), and signal examples have been shown by the
experience of Canna (Campbell 1984) and the management of Rum (Magnusson
1997).

2

Environmental and Historical background

2.1

Environmental background
The volcanic nature of the island is well known, with its basalt terraces cut by
numerous dykes to create the characteristic island landforms, and the small but
significant Jurassic outcrop at Camus Mor. A new account of the geology of the
island has recently been published taking into account the results of much
research over recent decades (Emeleus ed, 1997). An important series of papers
by Dobson and Hodgetts has outlined the ‘Natural History of the Muck Islands’
(1985-95), with regard to the fauna and flora. A startling recent discovery has been
that the earlier ecological records of the Small Isles are seriously flawed, and to an
unknown extent fraudulent, and can therefore not be relied upon (see Sabbagh, A
Rum Affair). What remains to be done is to examine the timeframe of change in
recent millennia, and the impact of human activity, such as has been carried out for
Oronsay and Rum (Mellars 1987, Wickham-Jones 1990). The changes to soils and
vegetation through human agency is a well-known factor in the landscape history of
the highlands and islands, and the very localised changes in the habitats on Muck
would be especially interesting to study in this respect

2.2

Historical Background
The history of Muck does not appear to have been the subject of detailed research,
apart from outline histories (Banks 1977, MacEwen var. dates), while the earlier
accounts of Martin Martin, and the Statistical Account are well known (Martin,
1716, Withrington 1794-5). The island belonged to the Bishop of the Isles, was sold
in 1617 to the Macleans of Coll and then to the Clanranalds in 1799, returning to the
Macleans between 1814 and 1854.
An important recent 'discovery' is that the Laing collection in the University of
Edinburgh Library contains a pre-clearance census of all the small isles: 'List of
all the men, women, and children in the parish of Eigg taken by Neil McNeill,
catechist in the said parish in November and December 1764, and January and
1
February and March 1765, with a true account [of] their age and religion'. The
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MS Laing III.839. The fully indexed catalogue to this well-known collection was published
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result of this partisan quest into the religious conscience of the islanders has
been to preserve the names of the families, and provide an essential link with
later records (and the living descendants of emigrees).
The population of Muck exceeded 300 in 1821, helped by the short-lived boom in
kelp farming (burning seaweed for soda-ash), and in 1809 the island was divided
into 47 lots for kelping families. With the end of the Napoleonic wars came the
collapse of kelp prices, and the island was cleared of half its population in 1828,
while most of the remainder had left by 1841, leaving only 68 people. In the 1841
census there were 16 people in Gallanach (two households), 12 in Kiel (two
households), and the remainder in Port Mor (five households). By the 1861 census
only one family remained whose head had been born on the island. The island had
been sold in 1857 to Captain Swinburne, who built Gallanach Farm and developed
fishing, and towards the end of the century passed to the MacEwen family who still
own it.
The islanders went to Nova Scotia and some on to New Zealand, where their
descendants live today (with important knowledge from oral recollection of their
family histories). An extraordinary local history published in 1922 (J.L. MacDougall,
History of Inverness County, Nova Scotia) gives the history of all the settlements and
detailed family histories of many people from the Small Isles.
Although Muck does not appear to be well endowed with historical records relating
to its landscape, it does have a very important map showing the proposed enclosure
of the island in 1809 (Fig. 4), and which can be shown in many instances to have
been carried out (Fig. 5). The first edition OS plan of 1880 shows fields that are
present today, and a number of buildings that are not shown on later mapping.
There is much potential for further research on the island’s history, as can be seen
from the recent account of the history of Eigg (Dressler 1998). Public records, such
as 19th-century census returns are easily obtainable; while it is likely that more
could be found from early modern estate records in the Scottish Record Office, from
records of the Parish and of Kirk Sessions, and from emigration records and
recollections. But it is equally important to make a record of recent history, which is
best known and can easily be forgotten if not written down, and to retain significant
2
materials relating to the island. Further work is desirable on recording Gaelic and
English place-names on the island, making a record of the recent history of all the
houses in Port, and a graveyard survey.
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in 1925 (Laing MSS II, 1700-1871, Historical Manuscripts Commission Report 72) but seems
to have escaped the attention of every writer on the history of the Small Isles - it has only
recently been found through the existence of a copy in the Mormon's Family History library in
Salt Lake City, Utah, and the industry of New World descendants of islanders.
The Isle of Eigg has now established a formal archive of its records.
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3

Heritage Features

3.1

Introduction
The total of 120 sites and finds recognised in the survey can be sorted into a very
rough period categorisation, though little confidence can be placed in any dating at
this stage. The inventory has not been numbered, to avoid confusion with any
future inventory, but is arranged by grid square and reference letters. The grid
squares are here referred to by letters A-M, and the sites a-z within those squares.
For convenience many of these sites are in fact groups of features (walls, buildings,
cultivation strips).

3.2

Natural Features (Fig. 1)
The seven more obvious raised or storm beaches have been included in the
inventory, as they are such prominent features, and can be associated with other
sites, be used as a source of stone, or can be confused as human artefacts (Li, Ka/Hh,
Fh, Bc, Gc, Jf, Mg).

3.3

Prehistoric Monuments (Fig. 1)
Several cairns are marked on the OS map (Fl, Ge, Gl, Iw, Lh, Lk, Lp) and a few of
these have more substantial remains of stone monuments, including one possible
burial chamber at the north-west corner (Bb) and the circular stone arrangement at
the burial place on Ard nan Van (Ge), and at Port Mor (Lp); a stone circle recognised
recently (Bg) may be a hut circle or cairn. It is entirely uncertain, but possible that
some of the earth and stone walls survive from an early period of settlement on the
island. The remnants of stone buildings reported on the north-west of the island at
Achadh na Creige (Cc) are unlike anything else on the island, and may be prehistoric
in date. A single find of some significance is the Bronze Age sword in the National
Museum found while field draining in Carn Dearg in 1920 (Mj). The recent
experience of Canna and Rum has shown how early prehistoric settlement may
occur in unexpected places, not necessarily associated with obvious field
monuments.

3.4

Early Medieval Monuments (Fig. 1)
The church in its circular graveyard (Ld) is likely to be of early medieval date in
origin. A cross-slab from the graveyard has been brought indoors to the porch of
the craftshop (1998). The fortified site of Dun Bhain at the mouth of Port (Kb) is a
prominent monument seen by all visitors, but its date is entirely unknown. A dun
on the south-west edge of the island has been observed (Ab), and another possible
site has recently been recognised on the summit of Beinn Airein (Fm).

3.5

Medieval/Post-Medieval Landscape
The island was depicted in 1809 as divided into three townships (Figs 4-5). This
probably represented the pre-enclosure settlement, and the map seems to show
some kind of nucleated settlement in each of them. Gallanach, on the west, was near
the site of the present farm and partly lies below fields (Gi-k), Balmeaneach, in the
4

centre, is represented by a group of house remains, and has partly been lost (Ih &
Ja). The easternmost is Kiel village of which substantial remains survive, described
below (Iv & Le, Appendix B and Fig. 7). Although reputedly reinhabited for a short
while after clearance and before emigration, it seems probable that many of the
buildings must be older than that, and the surviving remains are a significant
monument of special interest, not least for their archaeological potential.
Numerous field boundaries across the island constructed of earth and stone seem
likely to be older than the enclosure period (Fig. 3), and are probably medieval or
yet more ancient. Some enclose areas of cultivation, but others form large fields or
enclosures for stock. A few large circular enclosures on hilltops have been noted.
Where the irregular fields have one straight edge of the enclosure phase they may of
course be later features respecting the straight edges, but it is also likely that some
were truncated by the straight boundaries.
3.6

Enclosure landscape
The enclosure allotments shown on the 1809 map (Fig. 4) can in several places be
identified with surviving stone (rather that stone and earth) walls, running on
alignments close to those shown on the map. These walls have been separately
plotted (Fig. 5 - they are omitted or shown as dashed lines on Fig. 3), and this does
suggest that much of the proposed enclosure was actually carried out. It is here
suggested that many of the dispersed remains of individual houses (often built with
dry stone walls) also belong to this period, though no house sites were marked in
1809 as they had presumably not been built. A fair proportion of the enclosure
allotments have house remains of this sort. The cultivation strips (lazy beds) that
are to be found over most of the central and eastern parts of the island (Fig. 3) must
in part belong to the enclosure period of maximum intensive land use by a large
population. However, it is likely that some at least continued in use from an earlier
phase, and perhaps only those in the most exposed or unsuitable locations were
made for the first time in the 19th century.

3.7

Post-clearance landscape
While the enclosure re-used or left unchanged many earlier features, the most
destructive phase was the creation of the modern farm in the late 19th century,
when large fields were made (Fig. 6), in which all traces of former houses or fields
were removed and the stones put into the well-built field walls (shown in heavy
lines). Buildings of this period include the farmstead at Gallanach, and some of the
structures at Port, a number of animal enclosures, and tree plantations. Most recent
building activity has been in Port, while iron buildings were made in the early
1900s, and a few old buildings have been reroofed for occasional use (Ga, Hd, Lg).

4

Portable antiquities
A number of recent finds on the island (Appendix C) raises the question of the
treatment and preservation of portable antiquities. Apart from any other
consideration of ownership or long-term disposition, it is highly desirable for finds
to be measured, photographed, and recorded, to minimise the risk of loss or later
5

rediscovery, and it would be a useful task to record what finds are currently held on
the island, and in the regional or national collections.
The law of Scotland is that ‘all newly discovered ancient objects in Scotland,
whether of precious metal or not, belong to the Crown, because the heirs of the
previous owner can never be known. The law is the same whether such objects
were hidden or just lost, in natural ground or in buildings...... The Crown does not
always exercise its claim, but all objects found should be reported, so that a decision
can be made.’ (Treasure Trove in Scotland, National Museums of Scotland).
While quernstones are fairly obvious artefacts, it is notable that both the hammerstone and the ship-carved stone were not recognised at the time of recovery but
only later identified amongst discarded stone.
5

Discussion
The survey raises more questions than it answers. There is less information on the
landscape history of Muck than exists for Eigg, with its remarkable 18th-century
estate map,3 though there may be more records than has been imagined. The
landscape itself has many remains of all phases of occupation, but remains to be
properly surveyed, and has not yet been investigated by archaeological or palaeoenvironmental methods. What is clear is that the very fertile soils have provided
opportunities for settlement over much of the island at different times.
As with all landscape studies, the past is seen through the windows left by modern
land use. The persistent use of what must have been perceived to be the best land
for the large modern fields does mean that most of the remaining fields from the
earlier periods are on relatively marginal land. Thus the distribution of their
remains is not necessarily representative of the way that the better land would have
been cultivated or divided. However, the very widespread occurrence of land
divisions, with earth and stone walls that may often be of a pre-enclosure date, does
suggest that medieval or earlier landuse may have been intensive over a greater
range than the modern fields. The surveys of Eigg have shown the extent and
character of the post-medieval field system, with the use of separate infield/outfield
cultivation in each township (Wade Martins 1995), and it is likely that such a usage
will have prevailed in Muck, where more intensively cultivated fields nearer the
settlement would be combined with less intensively cultivated fields further away.
The stages of development of nucleated settlement can only be guessed at, but it
seems likely that there were as many as three separate townships in the medieval
and post-medieval period, just as Eigg had separate townships. While that at
Gallanach has long disappeared, there are some remains at Balmeaneach, and very
complete remains at Kiel, deserted since the early 19th century.
What is lacking at present is any certain time frame for the development of the
landscape. There is obvious potential for discovering more about this through

3

A signal piece of Small Isles cultural property that has only recently been removed from the island in
quite extraordinary and regrettable circumstances; part reproduced in Wade-Martins 1995.
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detailed survey and excavation, and meanwhile the suggested period differences
(e.g. the observed distinction between stone and earth/stone walls) must remain
hypothetical. Meanwhile, it will perhaps be helpful to make some kind of general
statement, if only to stimulate alternative views and further investigation. On the
basis of what has been observed, an historical model of the changing landscape of
Muck might look like this:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scattered settlement/seasonal occupation – early prehistoric
Permanent settlement and beginning of land division – late prehistoric
Settlement associated with fortified strongholds – early medieval
Nucleated settlement with infield/outfield – late medieval/early modern
Scattered farms post-enclosure – early 19th century
Nucleated single farm post-clearance – mid-late 19th century
Scattered and part-nucleated housing – 20th century

The landscape of Muck is a significant and fragile resource, as is well recognised by
the proprietors. Changes brought about by modern housing needs, infrastructure
projects (e.g. windfarm and harbour development) or agricultural requirements
have potential to damage historic features. While many of the features described in
this report are of lesser significance, the explicit recognition of the human heritage
and the protection of the more significant features is clearly necessary to sustain
this heritage for the future.
Julian Munby FSA
26 Oakthorpe Road
Oxford OX2 7BE
Jtmunby@gmail.com
[November 2014]

Copyright: This information may be freely used copied transmitted filmed
broadcast digitised stored electronically by anyone with due acknowledgement, but
Crown Copyright subsists in some of the lines on the maps, and Appendix E belongs
to RCAHMS Scotland.
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Appendix A: Isle of Muck Inventory
September 1999 draft
This inventory is arranged by grid square and six-figure map reference, and as an
interim measure and to avoid the proliferation of site numbers, the squares and
sites are denoted by letters. Reference is also made to the allotment numbers on
the 1809 map. Cross references are given to features that occur in the National
Monuments Record for Scotland [NMRS] and the Highland Sites and Monuments
Record [SMR], with their respective reference numbers.
A

NM 3978 (South-west corner)
a.
Two enclosure walls in part delineating lower slope (and see next).
Centred on NM 398788
b.
Dun on promontory at NM 39587889 noted by D.W. Ross, Discovery and
Excavation in Scotland 1978, 13. [NMRS NM37NE1; SMR NM37NE 0001]

B

NM 3979 (Gleann Mhàirtein and west side)
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
C

NM 3980 (Achadh na Creige)
a.
b.
c.

D

Enclosure wall delineating lower slope, possibly paired with one of last.
NM 395791
Area of cultivation in NW corner, demarcated on cliff edge by dyke and on S
by wall. Contains small house or cairn, a 2 x 3 m rectangle with double line
of stones. NM 393796
Raised beach. NM 395796
Group of buildings marked on 1975 OS map as ‘sheepfold’ comprise a stone
and earth enclosure with a ruined stone hut in NW corner. In the area of
cultivation and bracken north and west of this are two other stone ruins,
one probably a house. NM 397794.
Area of cultivation and grass, with outline of stone walls of two houses or
sheds. NM 397795
Area of cultivation under bracken, with stone and earth house approx 1 m
high (with round corners). NM 398796
Stone outline of hut circle or cairn, about 7 m in diameter, towards south
end of small promontory. NM 397796
Possible ruin of stone hut next large boulder. NM 397795

Two extensive areas of cultivation on two levels above shell beach, but no
certain house sites identified, except for hut next rock face [Allotment G2].
NM 399800
Ditto on lower level. NM 399801
Remains of stone buildings on promotory at NM 39818020 noted by D.W.
Ross, Discovery and Excavation in Scotland 1978, 13. [NMRS NM38SE2;
SMR NM38S 0002]

NM 3981 (Horse Island - Eilean nan Each)
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a.
b.
c.
E

NM 4078 (West end of Camas Mor/south end of Gleann Mhairtein)
a.

F

Small area of cultivation. NM 400789

NM 4079 (Ben Airein and Camas Mor)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

G

Raised beach. NM 3948143
Hut circle 5.5 m diameter noted on grass terrace south of hill at NM
393813 noted by D.W. Ross, Discovery and Excavation in Scotland 1978,
13-14. [NMRS NM38SE1; SMR NM38S 0001]
Circular stone feature on beach, ?kelp-burning kiln. NM 393811

Cultivation and round enclosure below cliff. NM 401790
Cultivation possibly with enclosing wall. NM 400791 (uncertain)
Buildings shown on 1975 OS map comprise two stone house ruins and
enclosure, amid area of cultivation and bracken. NM 400793
Cultivation and walls. Around NM 401798 [Allotment G3]
Possible house plot, cultivation and field walls. Around NM 404796
[Allotment G4]
Cultivation and possible house sites. Around NM 404798 [Allotment G4]
Two walls on slope above Camas Mor. Around NM 405793
Raised beach at Camas Mor
Cultivation around beachhead at Camas Mor. Around NM 407794
[Allotment G7]
Cultivation above Camas Mor east of Torr nam Fitheach. Around NM
408794 [Allotment G14]
Outline of stone building on slope north of Beinn Airein. NM 403793
Cairn on summit of Beinn Airein, SE of trig point. [NMRS NM47NW 4; SMR
NM47NW 0004]
Dun at south corner of summit of Beinn Airein, comprising a bank cutting
off the corner towards the cliff, and part of an outer bank and ditch. NM
40307907

NM 4080 (Aird nan Van and Gallanach)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Stone house 2 m high round corners, recently reroofed (a Listed Building).
NM 400800 [Allotment G2] [NMRS NM48SW 5]
Area of cultivation behind raised beach, partly delineated by earth and
stone wall. Around NM 402800 [Allotment G3]
Raised beach
Stone wall of enclosure period NM 402802 [Allotment 1/3]
Cairns, one with modern burials and memorials of MacEwen family. NM
401806. RCAHMS 1928, Monument 692. [NMRS NM48SW 1; SMR
NM48SW 001]
Cultivation on lower level below cliff. NM 402806 [Allotment G1]
Cultivation and field walls. Around NM 404801 [Allotment G4]
Cultivation on higher part of Ard nan Van. NM 403802 [Allotment G1]
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i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
H

NM 4178 (Fionn-aird and Port an t-Seilich)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

I

Gallanach farmstead ‘square’. NM 405801
Site of Gallanach farmstead in 1809. NM 406800 [Allotment G5]
Gallanach farmhouse. NM 407801 [NMRS SMR
Cairn [NMRS NM38SW 2; SMR N38SW 0002]
House (existing) and ‘smithy’ shown on 1880 OS map.

Cultivation on east side of cliff at An Leachdach. NM 418783 [Allotment
G16]
Cultivation at Leabaidh Dhonnchaidh. NM 417785 [Allotment G17]
Cultivation, field walls and possible house or building sites on NE of Fionnaird. Centred on NM 416788 [Allotment G17]
Stone house, re-roofed and seasonally inhabited, on W of Port an t-Seilich.
NM 418785 [Allotment G17] [NMRS NM47NW 8]
Stone wall: either march between Gallanach and Balmeanach or boundary
between Allotment G17 and B28. Centred on NM 417788
Group of stone houses and enclosures below rock edge. NM 419787
[Allotment B28] [NMRS NM47NW 9]
Field wall and cultivation north of last. NM 418788 [Allotment B28]
Raised beach. NM 419787
Stone wall: march between Balmeanach and Kiel and boundary between
Allotment B28 and K12. Centred on NM 419789

NM 4179 (Middle quarter)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Long curved wall from moss to cliff, possible boundary between allotments
B15 and B16. Centred on NM 413791
Areas of cultivation and irregular walls. Centred on NM 412793 - see (f)
[Allotment B15]
Straight wall, possible B13/14 boundary. NM 410794
Two possible house ruins (earth mounds) west of field gate. NM 410797
[Allotment B13]
Site of houses shown on 1809 map, but no surviving indication in
improved grass field or in small wood to N (probably removed for field
walls). NM 411797 [Allotment B11/12]
Areas of cultivation and irregular walls, and ?house site. Centred on NM
413793 - see (b) [Allotment B15]
Two stone house ruins in wet wood c. 1 m high, overgrown, on east bank of
moss; one is shown here on 1880 OS map. NM 412796 [Allotment B23]
[NMRS NM47NW 14]
Remains of Balmeanach township: a few walls and outlines of five houses,
with cultivation to E. Centred on NM 4122799 [Allotment B23]
Cultivation bounded by straight walls, of which W one may be march of
Gallanach and Balmeanach townships. Centred on NM 414793 [Allotment
B16]
Extensive cultivation and walls on Druim Mor, probably including E and S
walls of allotment B23. Centred on 414796 [mostly B23]
Large enclosure with earth and stone wall, and possible house in S corner,
10

l.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
J

NM 4189 (Camas na Cairidh and Port na Lice)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

K

containing good grass and bracken, either truncated by, or built against a
stone boundary wall of allotment B27 on W side. NM 416791 [Allotment
B27]
Substantial ruin of stone house 2 m high with round corners, in area of
bracken-covered cultivation bounded S by wall, and on N and E by
boundaries of allotment B27. NM 416792 [Allotment B27]
(NB Allotment B27 has almost complete boundary walls in k,l,o,n.)
Cultivation and walls of allotment B25. Centred on NM 416795 [Allotment
B25]
March between Balmeanach and Kiel townships, represented between B25
and K9 beneath Cnoc na Croise as a substantial stone dyke. Runs from NM
419790 to 415800
Straight E/W enclosure wall between B27/B28 and K11/12. Centred on
NM 418792
Stone house ruin and small walled enclosure by moss below rock outcrop.
NM 417792 [Allotment B27]
Cultivation and stone walls in W part of Allotment B11. NM 418793
[Allotment B11]
Cultivation and stone walls in NW part of Allotment B11 around Cnoc na
Croise. NM 418795 [Allotment B11]
Irregular hilltop enclosure of earth banks containing good grass (NB the S
end is truncated by boundary wall between B9 and B11. NM 418796
[Allotment B9]
Area of cultivation bounded by stone and earth wall on E, and two outlines
of stone and earth houses. NM 418799 [Allotment B9]
Cultivation and walls in E part of Allotment B11. NM 419793 [Allotment
B11]
N end of Kiel village (see below)
Possible cairn on Druim Mor [NMRS NM47NW 6; SMR NM47NW 0007]

Remains of Balmeanach township: a few walls and houses on edge of
modern plantation. NM 413800 (see also in last)
Stone boundary between allotments B19 and B22. NM 412800
Area of cultivation by N side of road. NM 412893 [Allotment B18]
House remains by middle gate: wall below rock face, and two parallel stone
walls by road (reported by Ewan MacEwen). NM 415801. [Allotment B20]
Raised beach at Port na Lice
Remains of two buildings (??mill) below raised beach, shown on 1880 OS
map. NM 419804 [Allotment K3] [NMRS NM48SW 9]

NM 4278 (Duin Bhain)
a.
b.

Wall following top of raised beach
Caisteal an Duin Bhain. Fortified stack of rock, with stone and earth wall
around top, and outline of one internal building (rectangular); promontory
and rock enclosed by wall which includes one stone building (rectangular).
NM 422786. RCAHMS 1928, Monument 691. [NMRS 47NW 2; SMR
11

c.
d.
L

NM47NW 0002]
Walls closing off promontory. NM421787
Traces of cultivation on heights to N. NM 421789 [Allotment K12]

NM 4279 (Port Mor)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

s.
t.
u.

v.
w.
x.

Cultivation. NM 421791 [Allotment K12]
Cultivation and wall. NM 420793 [Allotment K12]
Old house sites N of Guest House (two on road inside and outside gate, and
one on hill, recently rebuilt), shown on 1880 OS map. NM 421794
[Allotment K12] [NMRS NM47NW 15]
Graveyard and church ruin. NM 420795. RCAHMS 1928, Monument 690.
[NMRS NM47NW 1; SMR NM47NW 0001]
Part of Kiel village (see Appendix B). NM 420796 [NMRS NM47NW 7; SMR
NM47NW 0006]
Pier, Pier House and old house above pier. NM 422793
Old stone house (round corners), now Craft Shop/Tearoom. NM 422795
Cairn marked on 1975 OS map by Craft Shop/Tearoom [NMRS NM47NW
5; SMR NM47NW 0005]
Raised beach in Port Mor
Cultivation and wall. NM 422798 [Allotment K13?]
Cairn marked on 1975 OS map. NM 423792 [NMRS NM47NW 3; SMR
NM47NW 0003]
Walls E of School House. Centred on NM 423795
Cultivation and house ruins next Uchd a’ Bhlair. NM 423797 [Allotment
K14] [NMRS NM47NW 12]
Wall and cultivation on Carndearg. NM 424794 [Allotment K17]
Walls and cultivation N of Carndearg. NM 425796 [Allotment K14]
Cairn marked on 1975 OS map, with 4 m diameter stone mound. NM
426791
Cultivation. NM 426791 [Allotment K17]
Two houses in enclosure; on SW a two-part stone and earth house with
rounded corners 1 m high; on NE a house attached to enclosure wall, with
stone and earth walls and rounded corners, about 1 m high. Shown on
1880 OS map; the main enclosure wall as shown on 1975 OS map is a light
stone wall part continuing S as substantial stone dyke forming W boundary
of Allotment 18. NM 426794 [Allotment 18] [[NMRS NM47NW 11, with
incorrrect GR]
Cultivation and K18/14 boundary wall. NM 425796
Wall in new field. NM 424798 [Allotment K14]
Two substantial stone and earth houses, shown on 1880 OS map; with
rounded corners and over 1 m high; one on south with door on N side,
joined to other with stone wall; one on N with door facing S and attached
yard on N with shed and door facing E. Group possibly associated with big
stone and earth dyke (K14/15 boundary) on W. NM 425798 [Allotment
15] [NMRS NM47NW 13]
Cultivation and walls below Torr Creagach. NM 427794 [Allotment K18]
Cultivation and walls S of Cnoc an Fheur Lochain. Centred on NM 427796.
[Allotment K19]
Large hilltop enclosure of earth and stone walls containing lazybeds; the
12

y.
z.
aa.

M

straight dyke on S in earth and stone by enclosure, and only stone where
continued to E (as bound between K15 and K19). In W wall of NW part is a
sub-circular shed (?kiln). Further cultivation and walls to N. NM 426797
[Allotment K15]
Cultivation above cliff, with wall on S. NM 428797 [Allotment K19]
Boundary wall between K19 and K15, and cultivation above cliff to N. NM
428798 [Allotment K16]
House site shown on 1880 OS map, now represented by stone walls around
chicken house. [NMRS NM47NW 10]

NM 4280 (Am Maol)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Cultivation and house ruins shown on 1880 OS map at Godag house. NM
420803 [Allotment K3 or K4] [[NMRS NM48SW 8]
Large irregular enclosure and cultivation. NM 421804 [Allotment K4]
Area of improved grass, cultivation and boundary walls of K8. Centred on
NM 425801 [Allotment K8]
House ruin, well-built house with square corners, door in S wall and E
gable surviving to full height. Perhaps 20th-cent. NM 423801 [Probably
Allotment 8] [NMRS NM48SW 7]
Boundary walls, part of K4/K7 boundary. NM 423803
Cultivation and walls. NM 424803 [Allotment K7]
Raised beach at Port nam Maol
Cultivation and walls by cliff. NM 428800 [Allotment K16]
Cultivation and walls by cliff. NM 426802 [Allotment K16]

Note that the boundary between (h) and (i) may suggest that the alotments
K15 and K16 were laid out otherwise than as shown on the 1809 map

Site of discovery in 1920 of Bronze Age Sword (see Appendix C) [NMRS
NM48SW 3; SMR NM48SW 0003]
Farmstead shown on 1880 OS map, now represented by ruin of stone
house. NM423800 [NMRS NM48SW 6]

{Total 121 sites}
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Appendix B: Kiel Village
I.

Description of village

1.

Church and cemetery: stone and earth bank surrounds cemetery; church has earth
and stone walls

2.

House of two-part plan, with door on east joined by ?contemporary wall to:

3.

House or shed with door on W; possibly related to next

4.

House with opposed doors, partly truncated by straight wall. To the E of this house
is a small enclosed area above a rock outcrop delineated by an earth and stone
wall. To the NW is a sloping area, possibly a path leading down and N.

5-8

Group of buildings round an enclosure.
5.
House or shed (with hen-house) and door to N
6.
House with door to N
7.
Shed with possible kiln or hearth at N end.
8.
Shed in SW corner of yard.

9-11

Row of houses on edge of slope
9.
Possible two-part plan, door on SE
10, 11 Houses with doors on SE

12.

House and enclosure, with N wall possibly pre-dating long stone walls, new (i.e
dry-) stone wall on W, and low revetment on E.

Houses and buildings all of earth and stone walls; the SE/NW wall through the village is
largely a dry-stone wall and appears to be a secondary element in the plan, and the wall
running parallel to it to the SW is in part dry-stone but may partly be on and earth and
stone base.

13-18 Group of buildings round irregular enclosure, on S side of stream
13.
House or shed of two-part plan, opening N.
14.
Faint outline of house or shed between 13 and 15.
15.
Square shed, or part of next, with door to E.
16.
House (possibly with last), door to E. (Walls to N form indeterminate area,
possibly a yard)
17-18 Sheds at W end of yard.
19-20 Buildings between wall from stream to cliff edge on SE and line of stream on NW.
19.
Outline only of house or shed.
20.
Outline of house walls.
21-23 Group of adjacent buildings in possible yard formed by wall to N (if not a later wall
- and it does seem in part to be on a stone and earth base)
21.
House, with door on W side
22.
Shed attached to 23
23.
House attached to 22
24-30 Group of buildings along N side of yard bounded by drystone wall on S and cliff on
14

W
24.
25-6
27.
28.
29.
30.

Faint outline of possible building/house
Pair of connected houses or sheds in corner of yard.
Outline of shed
Square building with apparent round feature ?kiln internally.
Two-part house with door to E.
Large house with door to E and possible feature in NW corner, linked to
cliff with short wall.

31.

Two-part building on line of wall, indistinct (with some recent stone from trench
dumped on it) and possibly with curved walls on E side.

32.

House with door on E, built on line of long stone wall.

33.

Small stone building at NW end, built into corner of two walls.

(Main long stone wall continues to NW beyond boundary wall of village. An earth and stone
enclosure on N edge has no buildings within it.)
34.

Outline of small building on edge of path to N, with door on SE.

35.

Outline of two-part house (SW end truncated by trench; stone with ship carving
came from stone pile here)

36-38 A possible group between two yards (may include 35)
36.
Large house with door into yard on W, and partly forming W side of other
enclosure.
37-38 Two buildings with stone heaps inside, possibly internal features, forming
S side of enclosure.
39-40 Two buildings associated with enclosure (which is adjacent to last)
39.
House of two-part plan with door to S and forming part of enclosure to E (a
wall extending W from this house towards the long wall is truncated by the
trench)
40.
House or shed on S side of enclosure with opposed doors to outside and to
enclosure. (NB_path round S side of enclosure)
41.

Large house with door to E.

42.

House (uniquely with dry-stone walls), with round corners, doors indistinct.
(Long wall to S of 42 has been breached for trench, and recent redigging has
disturbed a midden deposit with limpet shells and china.
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II.

Notes on pipe trench through Kiel, August 1993.

The village of Kiel (or Kile) is one of three former townships existing on the island,
depicted with Gallanach and Balmeanach on the 1809 enclosure plan.4 After the island was
cleared in 1828 the remaining population was gathered in Kiel, until it was abandoned
some time before 1841.5 Today the ruins of some thirty buildings and their enclosures
survive on either side of a central road, together with the small cemetery above Port Mor.
A sketch-plan of the ruins was made in 1976. In 1992 a trench for an electricity and
telephone cable was dug through the centre of the village, following the road and avoiding
the remains of the houses. The trench was cleaned and examined in August 1993 for any
traces of stratification that might indicate the archaeological potential of the site. Few finds
were made, apart from stray sherds and a single stone rubber (see Appendix C).6 A quern
stone found in digging the trench remains on the site.

Description

The trench follows the village street, rising steeply from the modern road below, and cut
through turf directly onto bedrock. From the point opposite the first house [A] there is a
stony brown loam to a depth of up to 75 cm. /////
In 1998, and following delays to the windfarm scheme, the trench was redug, and a pair of
quernstones was found in cutting turf to refill part of trench. A stone with a carved ship
outline was also found in loose stones on the edge of the trench

4

Original seen at Gallanach, photographic copy at Port Mhor Guest House, 1993.

5

Noel Banks, Six

6

Currently located at Port Mhor Guest House; see Wickham-Jones for parallels.

Inner Hebrides (1977), 85.
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Appendix C: Portable Antiquities
The Museum of Scotland has the upper half of a Late Bronze Age sword from Carn Dearg
(No. X.DL.61, ISN 131548) = Site Mj.
A stone cross from the churchyard has been placed in the teashop for safe keeping.
1993 A single stone pebble (quartzite) that appears to have been used as a rubber (being
worn smooth on three faces), and possibly as a hammer (being indented on its ends)7 was
found beside the pipe trench in Kiel village. A quern stone found in digging the trench
remained on the site.
1994 An iron buckle, a stone ‘bowl’ and micaceous whetstone from the pipe trench are
preserved in the School.
1998 A pair of quernstones was found in redigging the pipe trench through Kiel, in
cutting turf to refill part of trench. A stone with a carved ship outline was found in loose
stones on the edge of the trench (the lines are scratched and the ship design perhaps
suggests that it is no older than the 19th century).

7

Currently located at Port Mhor Guest House; see Wickham-Jones for parallels.
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Appendix E
NATIONAL MONUMENTS RECORD, SCOTLAND: ISLE OF MUCK
(HIGHLAND COUNCIL, SMALL ISLES PARISH)

DOWNLOADED TEXT OF CANMORE DATABASE, AUGUST 1999
The records of these 26 sites are arranged by notional OS map sheet numbers, and
sequential map numbers within each square. The sheets represented on the Isle of Muck
are respectively NM37NE, NM38SE, NM47NW and NM48SW, and appear in this order
below (the printed 1:10,000 map has all them all on one sheet). The first 5-figure
number in bold is the individual computer number of the record.
The NMRS CANMORE database can be found on the website of the Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland, http://www.rcahms.gov.uk
Sheet NM37NE
21858

MUCK
Type of Site: Dun
Map reference: NM 395 788

NMRS Number:
NM37NE 1
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM37NE 1 3958 7889.
‘Situated on a small stack, measuring about 16.0m N to S by 7.5m, over a rubble wall up
to 2.8m wide and 0.9m high on W and N with intermittent outer facing stones. On E,
collapsed walling and occasional outer facings.’ (D W Ross 1978).
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography Ross, D W (1978 c) ‘Isle of Muck, dun, remains’, Discovery and
Excavation, Scotland, 1978, 13.
Sheet NM38SE
[Cannot find no. 1]
21860

ACHADH NA CREIGE, MUCK
Type of Site: Buildings
NMRS Number:
NM38SE 2
Map reference: NM 398 802
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM38SE 2 3981 8020.
‘Situated on a low promontory are scant remains of two small house foundations. Both
have entrances on E, a bowed wall on W, and one apsidal end. A small circular ‘court’ is
adjacent to the N house’ (D W Ross 1978).
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography Ross, D W (1978 b) ‘Isle of Muck, foundations’, Discovery and
Excavation, Scotland, 1978, 13.

Sheet NM47NW
22136

Type of Site:

MUCK, SEAN BHAILE, A’CHILL
Funerary; Religion/Chapel; Burial Ground; Font (Possible); Cross-Slab
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 1
20

Map reference: NM 420 795
Archaeology Notes

Parish: Small Isles

Council: Highland

NM47NW 1 4207 7953.
(NW 4207 7953) Burial Ground (NAT) OS 6" map (1903)
The burial ground, A’Chill, Port Mor, is surrounded by a ruinous wall with the remains of
a chapel abutting on to it. This was an oblong building 20 1/2 x 10ft within drystone
walls 5ft thick. The entrance was in the S wall. In the middle of the graveyard is a slate
slab fragment bearing a four limbed cross, set saltire-wise within an incised circle
(RCAHMS 1928). A burial ground still known as A’Chill, and still in occasional use. The
footings of the surrounding wall survive around the W half, but cannot be traced
elsewhere. The remains of the chapel, oriented ENE-WSW, with measurements as
recorded by RCAHM, stands to an average height of about 1.0m. Inside the church at the
E end is a roughly circular weathered block of sandstone bearing a deep circular hollow,
believed locally to be a font. The cross-incised slab 0.5m high by 0.3m wide and 0.1m
thick is used as the headstone of a grave. It is greatly weathered and the cross is scarcely
visible.
Enlargement at 1:2500.
Visited by OS (AA) 10 May 1972
Collection Summary Photographs: 1 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography RCAHMS (1928 ) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical

Monuments and Constructions of Scotland. Ninth report with inventory of monuments
and constructions in the
Outer Hebrides, Skye and the Small Isles, Edinburgh, 221, No.690.
22137

CAISTEAL AN DUIN BHAIN, MUCK
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 2
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 2 4217 7867.
(NM 4217 7867) Caisteal An Duin Bhain (NR) OS 6" map (1903)
A natural stack rising 15-30 ft above general ground level, adapted for occupation by the
building of a wall 7-9ft thick around the summit, enclosing a lozenge-shaped area 95 ft
N-S, by 129 ft E-W. The entrance is on the NNE (RCAHMS 1928). Foundations of one or
two probably medieval rectangular buildings may be seen within the fort, but nothing is
known of their date (R W Feachem 1963).
Caisteal an Duin Bhain, a fort occupying the whole of the summit of a rock stack. The
mainly turf-covered wall is built on the cliff edge, and the outer face, preserved to a
height of 1.2m in sections along the N face, can be seen for most of the periphery. The
base course of the inner face can be seen
occasionally, especially in the NE, showing that the wall varied in thickness between
about 2.2m and 2.7m. The entrance has mainly fallen away and no constructional details
survive. The interior is occupied by the ruins of a late rectangular house with lazy bed
cultivation, and the turf-covered traces of at least two other probably rectangular
buildings. Outside the fort in the W a wall about 2.0m thick has been constructed across
the head of a slope between the stack and the sea, and a similar wall curves
around the N side, with two ruinous rectangular buildings in the interspace. There are
traces of a similar wall in the E. These walls appear to be later than the fort and are
probably contemporary with the rectangular buildings.
Enlargement at 1:1250
Visited by OS (AA) 10 May 1972
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 1 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography Feachem, R W (1963 b) A guide to prehistoric Scotland, London, 140, 1st
RCAHMS (1928 ) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments and

Type of Site: Fort
Map reference: NM 421 786
Archaeology Notes
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Constructions of Scotland. Ninth report with inventory of monuments and constructions
in the
Outer Hebrides, Skye and the Small Isles, Edinburgh, 221, No.691.
22138

PORT MOR, MUCK Port Mor 1, Muck
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 3
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 3 4236 7927.
At NM 436 7927 is a turf-covered stony mound 8.0m im diameter and 0.8m high. On the
hollowed summit is a prostrate stone of triangular section 1.3m long. It appears to be
artificial and may be a cairn. Surveyed at 1/10,000.
Visited by OS (AA) 12 May
1972
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

Type of Site: Cairn
Map reference: NM 423 792
Archaeology Notes

22139

BEINN AIREIN, MUCK
Type of Site: Cairn
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 4
Map reference: NM 403 791
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM47NW 4 4032 7913.
At NM 4032 7913, prominently situated on the summit of Beinn Airein, is a mutilated,
turf-covered stony mound 6.5m in diameter and 0.5m high. Its situation and condition
suggests it is a cairn.
Surveyed at 1/10,000.
Visited by OS (AA) 12 May 1972
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.
22140

PORT MOR, MUCK Port Mor 2, Muck
Type of Site: Cairn
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 5
Map reference: NM 422 795
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM47NW 5 4222 7956.
On a hillock at NM 4222 7956 is a peat-covered stony mound c. 9.5m in diameter and
0.8m high, which has partially been dug away from the W. It appears to be artificial and
is probably the remains of a cairn.
Visited by OS (AA) 12 May
1972
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

73960

DRUIM MOR, MUCK

Type of Site: Cairn (Possible)
Map reference: NM 414 797
Archaeology Notes

NMRS Number:
NM47NW 6
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 6 4140 7976.
On the highest point of Druim Mor is a turf-covered stony mound measuring 6m in
diameter and 0.4m high. Classification uncertain, but possibly a cairn.
Visited by OS (AA) 12 May 1972.
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.
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73961

SEAN BHAILE, MUCK

Type of Site: Township
Map reference: NM 420 796
Archaeology Notes

NMRS Number:
NM47NW 7
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 7 centred on 420 796
Sean Bhaile: A deserted village of about twenty houses lying on either side of a street,
visible on RAF air photographs 106G/Scot/UK 34: 3408-9 (flown 1946). Presumably
deserted in 1828, the NSA stating that there was mass emigration from Muck to America
in that year (NSA, Inverness). Eight unroofed buildings and an enclosure are depicted on
the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii).
Seventeen unroofed buildings, seven enclosures and some field walls are shown on the
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary: Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography NSA (1845 ) The new statistical account of Scotland by the ministers of the

respective Parishes under the superintendence of a committee of the society for the
benefit of the sons and daughters of the clergy, 15v, Edinburgh, Vol. 14, 153,
118031

MUCK, LEABAIDH DHONNCHAIDH
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 8
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 8 4183 7857
An unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire,
Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxiv) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map
(1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

Type of Site: Building
Map reference: NM 418 785
Archaeology Notes

118032

MUCK, LEABAIDH DHONNCHAIDH
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 9
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 9 4190 7870
Three unroofed buildings are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map
(Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxiv). Two unroofed buildings and two
enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

Type of Site: Buildings; Enclosures
Map reference: NM 419 787
Archaeology Notes

118005

MUCK, PORT MOR
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 10
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 10 423 792
Two unroofed buildings are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map
(Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxiv), but they are not shown on the current
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996

Type of Site: Buildings
Map reference: NM 423 792
Archaeology Notes
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Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.
118006

MUCK, PORT MOR
Type of Site: Farmstead
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 11
Map reference: NM 426 795
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM47NW 11 426 795
A farmstead comprising two unroofed buildings, one of which is built into an internal
corner of an enclosure, is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire,
Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS
1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

11807

MUCK, PORT MOR
Type of Site: Buildings; Enclosure
Map reference: NM 423 797

NMRS Number:
NM47NW 12
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM47NW 12 4234 7971
An unroofed building and an enclosure are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch
map (Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii). Two unroofed buildings are shown
on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

118008

MUCK, CNOC AN FHEUR LOCHAIN
Type of Site: Farmstead; Enclosure; Field-System
NMRS Number: NM47NW 13
Map reference: NM 425 798
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM47NW 13 4258 7981
A farmstead comprising three unroofed buildings, two of which are attached to an
incomplete enclosure, is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire,
Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii). An enclosure of five compartments and a small fieldsystem (NM 4265 7985) are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map
(1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

118009

MUCK, DRUIM MOR
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 14
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM47NW 14 413 796
An unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire,
Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS
1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996

Type of Site: Building
Map reference: NM 413 796
Archaeology Notes
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Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.
118014

MUCK, PORT MOR
Type of Site: Farmstead
NMRS Number:
NM47NW 15
Map reference: NM 421 794
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM47NW 15 4210 7940
A farmstead comprising two roofed buildings, one of which has an attached enclosure,
one unroofed building and another enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6inch map (Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii). Three unroofed buildings and
two enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

Sheet NM48SW
22194

AIRD NAN UAN, MUCK ARD NAN UAN
NMRS Number:
NM48SW 1
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM48SW 1 4011 8068.
(Area: NM 402 805) Two very greatly denuded cairns are situated on the outer end of
Ard nan Uan, the NW point of Muck. They are 26 x 23 and 18 1/4 x 18ft respectively
(RCAHMS 1928).
A cairn (A), at NM 4011 8068, measuring 8.0m in diameter and 0.6m high. Kerb stones
are visible intermittently around the periphery. The centre is occupied by a burial
enclosure of the MacEwans of Muck, and is marked by a circle of stones on edge 3.0m in
diameter. According to Mr C MacDonald, of Carn Dearg, Port Mor, Muck, when the first
MacEwan burial was inserted in the 1920s, there was no trace of a cist although a few
burnt ashes were seen. About 20 metres to the S is the second cairn (B), visible as a
mutilated peat-covered stony mound c.5.5m in diameter and 0.4m high. About 70m and
100m S of ‘B’ are two low peat-covered mounds showing some stones, measuring c.7.5m
and c.5.0m in diameter respectively. Classification uncertain, but possibly cairns.
‘A’ and ‘B’ surveyed at 1:10 000. Visited by OS (AA) 11 May 1972
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography RCAHMS (1928 ) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical

Type of Site: Cairns
Map reference: NM 401 806
Archaeology Notes

Monuments and Constructions of Scotland. Ninth report with inventory of monuments
and constructions in the
Outer Hebrides, Skye and the Small Isles, Edinburgh, 221, No.692,
22195

TORR A’BHUILG, MUCK
NMRS Number:
NM48SW 2
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM48SW 2 4024 8040.
At NM 4024 8040 is a peat-covered stony mound c.6.0m in diameter and 0.5m high.
Probably a cairn.
Visited by OS (AA) 11 May 1972

Type of Site: Cairn
Map reference: NM 402 804
Archaeology Notes
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Collection Summary: Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.
22196

CARN DEARG, MUCK
Type of Site: Bronze Sword
NMRS Number:
NM48SW 3
Map reference: NM 420 800
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM48SW 3 c4200 8001.
(Area NM 422 795) A Late Bronze Age sword (native British) from Carn Dearg, Muck, is
in the NMAS (Acc No DL 61), (J M Coles 1962).
The find spot of this sword was pointed out by Mr MacDonald, of Carn Dearg, Muck, in
the area centred NM 4200 8001, a boggy hollow about 130 metres long in a cultivated
field. It was found by men draining the field about the year 1920.
Visited by OS (AA) 12 May 1972.
(Ewart Park type - Northern step 2). Single find. Sword hilt and upper blade: length
21.5cm, terminal width 3.68cm, shoulder width 4.86cm: dark brown patina: rivets 2 (+1
blind): 4, one in situ. NMA (DL 61), (C B Burgess and I Colquhoun 1988).
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography Burgess and Colquhoun, C B and I (1988 ) ‘The swords of Britain’,
Prahistoriche Bronzefunde, 4, 5, 1988, Muchen, 91, no. 477.
Coles, J M (1962 a) ‘Scottish Late Bronze Age metalwork: typology, distributions and
chronology’
Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 93, 1959-60, 83.
108348

MUCK, GALLANACH
Type of Site: Farming And Fishing; Residential
NMRS Number: NM48SW 4
Map reference: NM 407 801
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Collection Summary Photographs: 1 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

108861

MUCK, GALLANACH, COTTAGE [Listed]

Type of Site: Farming And Fishing; Residential
NMRS Number: NM48SW 5
Map reference: NM 400 800
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

118010

MUCK, CACHLAIDH RUADH
NMRS Number:
NM48SW 6
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM48SW 6 4236 8001
A farmstead comprising two unroofed buildings and an enclosure is depicted on the 1st
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii). One
unroofed building is shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

Type of Site: Farmstead
Map reference: NM 423 800
Archaeology Notes
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118011

MUCK, CACHLAIDH RUADH
Type of Site: Farmstead
NMRS Number:
NM48SW 7
Map reference: NM 423 801
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM48SW 7 4237 8016
A farmstead comprising two unroofed buildings, one of which has an attached enclosure,
is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880,
sheet lxxii). One unroofed building is shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000
map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

118012

MUCK, BLAR MOR
Type of Site: Farmstead
NMRS Number:
NM48SW 8
Map reference: NM 420 803
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
Archaeology Notes
NM48SW 8 4208 8039
A farmstead comprising three unroofed buildings, one of which has an attached
enclosure, and a length of wall is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map
(Argyllshire, Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii). Two unroofed buildings, one of which
has an attached enclosure, are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map
(1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

118013

MUCK, BLAR MOR
NMRS Number:
NM48SW 9
Parish: Small Isles
Council: Highland
NM48SW 9 419 803
An unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Argyllshire,
Island of Muck, 1880, sheet lxxii), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS
1:10000 map (1975).
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 10 December 1996
Collection Summary Photographs: 0 Drawings: 0 Manuscripts: 0 Other Material: 0
Bibliography There are no bibliographic references associated with this record.

Type of Site: Building
Map reference: NM 419 803
Archaeology Notes
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